THIS WINTER: REGISTER FOR

UH 4004 IMMERSIVE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS FOR ART, DATA, AND RESEARCH

January 3–17, 2020 MTWHF 9:00am - 12:45pm

Around Blacksburg during winter break? Join us for a unique Wintermester experience.

Receive hands on experience learning about immersive environments in the Cube, a facility like none other in the world.

By the end of this class, you will create a project exploring skills in:

VIRTUAL REALITY
IMMERSIVE PROJECTION

MOTION CAPTURE SPATIAL AUDIO

This fun and exciting course is open to Honors eligible students!

Located in the Cube in the Moss Arts Center
Hosted by the Institute for Creativity, Arts, and Technology

Instructors:
D. Pillis  Tyechia Thompson
dpillis@vt.edu  tyechia@vt.edu

> To register, visit www.winter.edm.vt.edu